Work: Recline Chair
Design: 5D Studio
The Work:Recline Chair has a unique scale creating a small footprint. Even more unique is its ability to transform its seating position in one small movement. The seat of the Work:Recline lounge chair actually slides a little forward while the back rest reclines to create a comfortable angle and ample lumbar support. The Work:Recline Chair is extremely comfortable for short and long-term use. The streamline contemporary look and feel of this chair is suitable for executive lounges and corporate public spaces.

Upholstered in fabric, leather or a combination, the chair is hardwood construction soy based foam cushions. Black casters are standard.

**Unique feature:** reclining back, forward sliding seat pan.

25” wide, 26” deep, 33” high, 18” seat high, 24-1/2” arm high